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physics | ˈ

ziks |

plural noun [treated as singular]
the branch of science concerned with the nature and properties of matter and energy.
The subject matter of physics, distinguished from that of chemistry and biology,
includes mechanics, heat, light and other radiation, sound, electricity, magnetism, and
the structure of atoms.
• the physical properties and phenomena of something: the physics of plasmas.

Astroparticle
Physics ?

ORIGIN

late 15th century (denoting natural science in general, especially the Aristotelian
system): plural of obsolete physic ‘physical (thing’), suggested by Latin physica,
Greek phusika ‘natural things’ from phusis ‘nature’.

astronomy | əˈstränəmē |
noun

the branch of science which deals with celestial objects, space, and the physical
universe as a whole.
In ancient times, observation of the sun, moon, stars, and planets formed the basis
of timekeeping and navigation. Astronomy was greatly furthered by the invention of
the optical telescope, but modern observations are made in all parts of the
spectrum, including X-ray and radio frequencies, using terrestrial and orbiting
instruments and space probes.
ORIGIN

Middle English (also denoting astrology): from Old French astronomie, from Latin
astronomia, from Greek, from astronomos (adjective) ‘star-arranging’.

astrophysics | ˌastrōˈ

ziks |

plural noun [treated as singular]
the branch of astronomy concerned with the physical
nature of stars and other celestial bodies, and the
application of the laws and theories of physics to the
interpretation of astronomical observations.
DERIVATIVES

astrophysical | ˌastrōˈ zək(ə)l | adjective

cosmology | käzˈmäləjē |
noun (plural cosmologies)

the science of the origin and development of the universe. Modern astronomy
is dominated by the Big Bang theory, which brings together observational
astronomy and particle physics.
• an account or theory of the origin of the universe.
DERIVATIVES

cosmologist | käzˈmäləjəst | noun
ORIGIN

mid 17th century: from French cosmologie or modern Latin cosmologia, from
Greek kosmos ‘order or world’ + -logia ‘discourse’.
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Oxford dictionary of english
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Les Deux In nis : galaxies, étoiles, planètes, micelles, réseaux,
noyaux, neutrons, photons, Larousse, 1938
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Small scales : matter structure
at subatomic scales

Large scales : stars, galaxies…
universe

From ancient cosmograph
to modern Physical
Cosmology

y


(General relativity & Standard model
of particles and interactions)

We come from star dust (or ashes) …

We come from star dust (or ashes) …
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Periodic table of elements ( ~ 100 di erent atoms )

Sugar

Carbon ( C ), Hydrogen (H), Oxygen (O), Nitrogen (N) …

http://visibleearth.nasa.gov/

Earth

Image SOHO (Solar and Heliospheric Observatory)
http://sohowww.nascom.nasa.gov/

Solar composition

✤

The sun is our star, at about 8 light-minute

✤

It produces about 10^26 watt ( million x billion nuclear reactors

✤

Its energy source is from nuclear fusion, combining 4 hydrogen
atoms to make a He atom. Energy is released in this process

✤

There are a variety of stars, with masses ranging from a fraction
of solar mass to about 100 solar masse

✤

More massive stars produce heavier elements through their lives,
more or less up to Iron
The heaviest elements are produced in cosmic reballs, such as
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supernovae

 


✤

Supernova remnant observed in 1054

~ 11 LY (3.4 pc)

Crab nebulae (©STScI
at 6500 LY, 2 kpc (fov: 9.1’ ~17 LY
)
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http://www.spacetelescope.org/news/heic0515/

Major questions in physics and
cosmology
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Cosmology: main questions and tools

✤

Formation and evolution of galaxies and star

✤

Cosmic microwave background: temperature and polarisation C(l)
spectrum

✤

Statistical properties of large scale structure

✤

Geometrical probes: dA(z), dL(z) … : SNIa , Clusters, BAO …
)


Primordial nucleosynthesi
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✤
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Primordial cosmology: in ation …
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Structure formation and evolution

s


✤
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Energy and matter content of the universe (Dark matter, dark energy

 


✤

with
BaseΛCDM
ΛCDM modelmodel
with 6 parameters

parameters

3 parameters to set (though General Relativity) the dynamics of the Universe,
1 parameter to capture the effect of reionisation (end of the dark ages),
2 parameters to describe the characteristics of primordial fluctuations.
Flat spatial geometry assumed.

?

Ωbh2 Baryon density today - The amount of ordinary matter
Ωch2 Cold dark matter density today – only weakly interacting
Θ
Sound horizon size when optical depth τ reaches unity
(Distance traveled by a sound wave since inflation, when universe
became transparent at recombination at t ~380 000 years)

Optical depth at reionisation (due to Thomson scattering of photons on e-), i.e.
fraction of the CMB photons re-scattered during that process

τ

As
ns

z=110
Decoupling

Amplitude of the curvature power spectrum
(Overall contrast of primordial fluctuations)
Scalar power spectrum power law index
(ns-1 measures departure from scale invariance)

Others are derived parameters within the model, in particular
–
–
–

Ω “Dark Energy’’ fraction of the critical density (derived only if assumed flat)
H0 the expansion rate today (in km/s per Mpc of separation)
t0 the age of the universe (in Gy)

Planck 2015 , arXiv:
SFP @ APC, ONov 25th 2015
Planck 2018, arXiv:1807.06209
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et "The future of CMB experiments"

Today (z=0)

Dark Matter (25%)
Dark Energy /

Future (z<0)

Λ (70%)

Time
6

0


François R. Bouchet "The future of CMB experiments"

SFP @ APC, ONov 25th 20

Dark Matter : invisible matter
revealed by its gravitational effects
ma mb
uab
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Urbain Le Verrier (1811-1877)

mb

Le Verrier computed
Neptune’s characteristics
from the Uranus movement
anomalies
http://solarsystem.nasa.gov/

Lensing
http://phys.org/news/2011-05-nature-magnifying-glass-views-eary.html

Dark Energy (or Λ)
✤Cosmological observations imply a

at univers

✤Matter (including dark matter) is about a quarter of the critical
density. Most of the energy density in the universe seems to be
made of a mysterious component behaving like Λ
✤Λ : Repulsive gravity
✤Vaccum energy (quantum uctuations) ➠ Dark Energy
✤Determination of state equation of this cosmic uid:
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p = w(z) ρ
✤w(z) = -1 for the cosmological constant ( Λ )

Quoting from 2010
decadal survey

Report Release e-Townhall
Keck Center of the National Academies
August 13, 2010

New Worlds, New Horizons in Astronomy and Astrophysics

Finally, it is important to remember that many of the most far-reaching and revolutionary
DISCOVERY
discoveries in astronomy
were not solely the direct result of observations with telescopes or numeric
simulations with computers. Rather, they also sprang from the imagination of inspired theorists think
New!technologies,!observing!strategies,!theories,!and!computations!open!vistas!on!the!
in deep and original ways about how to understand the data, and making testable predictions about n
universe!and!provide!opportunities!for!transformational!comprehension,!i.e.!discovery.!
ideas. Examples range from the prediction that the chemical elements heavier than hydrogen and he
!
must have been created inside nuclear furnaces in the cores of stars, to the idea that the infant univer
Science!frontier!discovery!areas!are:!
underwent a period of extremely rapid expansion called inflation, to the prediction of exotic objects
black holes, neutron stars, and white dwarfs, and the prediction that planets are a typical by-product
" Identification!and!characterization!of!nearby!habitable!exoplanets!!
normal star formation.
" Gravitational!wave!astronomy!
In the coming decade, major challenges loom that require development of fundamental new
" Time"domain!astronomy!!
theories. Observations and computer simulations are necessary components, but to complete the path
" Astrometry!!
from discovery to understanding, theorists will need to exercise freely their imaginations.
" The!epoch!of!reionization!

 


New Worls, New Horizons
Astro 2010 decadal survey

Scientific progress often follows predictable paths. Through keen insight and diligent pursuit,
ORIGINS
ions are asked and answered, and knowledge recorded. But many of the most revolutionary
veries in science are made when a new way of perceiving or thinking about the universe evaporates
Study!of!the!origin!and!evolution!of!astronomical!objects!including!planets,!stars,!
g that had obscured our view and reveals an unimagined cosmic landscape all around us. The
galaxies,!and!the!universe!itself!can!elucidate!our!origins.!!!!
y of astronomy is replete with these revelatory moments. This capacity of the universe to astonish
Visit the National Acade
!
National Academy of Sc
Science!frontier!questions!in!this!category!are:!
Medicine, and the Nation
" How!did!the!universe!begin?!
The charge to the SFPs and their findings
are summarized in Appendix A. Their reports are found in the
What!were!the!first!objects!to!light!up!the!universe!and!when!did!they!do!it?!!
anion volume to this report, Panel" Reports
!New Worlds, New Horizons in Astronomy and Astrophysics..! Download hundr
! Read thousands o
" How!do!cosmic!structures!form!and!evolve?!
PREPUBLICATION COPY—SUBJECT
TO FURTHER EDITORIAL CORRECTION ! Sign up to be not
" What!are!the!connections!between!dark!and!luminous!matter?!
2-1
! Purchase printed
" What!is!the!fossil!record!of!galaxy!assembly!and!evolution!from!the!first!stars!
to!the!present?!
! Purchase PDFs
How!do!stars!and!black!holes!form?!!
! Explore with our
Copyright"© National
Academy of Sciences. All rights reserved.
" How!do!circumstellar!disks!evolve!and!form!planetary!systems?!

New Worls, New Horizons
Astro 2010 decadal survey

atmospheres and surfaces of these distant bodies.
UNDERSTANDING
THEpossible
COSMIC now
ORDER
This last task,
for nearby giant planets, is exceedingly difficult for Earth-s
bodies, with disks 100 times smaller in area than Jupiter’s. The signature of water, together with
When! known! physical! laws! interact,! often! in! complex! ways,! outcomes! of! great!
orbit around a parent star, would tell us that the medium for life as we know it is likely present
astrophysical!interest!and!impact!result!and!their!study!improves!our!understanding!of!
the!cosmic!order.!! surface liquid; methane indicates that organic molecules (the structural building block of life) a
!
oxygen with methane would indicate a state of extreme chemical “disequilibrium” that could lik
Science!frontier!questions!in!this!category!are:!!
maintained in the absence of life.
" How!do!baryons!cycle!in!and!out!of!galaxies!and!what!do!they!do!while!they!
The most promising signatures of life on planets around other stars are features in the
are!there?!
atmospheric spectra of planets around other stars, such as the “red edge” arising from photosyn
" What!are!the!flows!of!matter!and!energy!in!the!circumgalactic!medium?!
Less definitive is molecular oxygen, which is locked up in oxidized surface minerals unless con
" What!controls!the!mass"energy"chemical!cycles!within!galaxies?!
" How!do!black!holes!work!and!influence!their!surroundings?!
replenished either by life (as on Earth) or catastrophic loss of surface water followed by photoly
" How!do!rotation!and!magnetic!fields!affect!stars?!
H2O in the atmosphere (as on early Venus). The presence of both water and methane in a planet
" How!do!massive!stars!end!their!lives?!
atmosphere is a more reliable biosignature of water-based organic life than that of one or the oth
" What!are!the!progenitors!of!Type!Ia!supernovas!and!how!do!they!explode?!
A different approach is to look for signals produced by technologically advanced entities elsew
" How!diverse!are!planetary!systems!and!can!we!identify!the!telltale!signs!of!life!
galaxy.
on!an!exoplanet?!

One of the biggest challenges in the next decade is to understand how the basic building blocks of
and energy, governed by known physical laws, are responsible for the dazzling array of
FRONTIERS OF KNOWLEDGE
omical phenomena that intrigue and inspire us. Meeting this challenge will require a synthesis of a
range of evidence and insights drawn from traditionally disparate scientific disciplines.
New!fundamental!physics,!chemistry,!and!biology!can!be!revealed!by!astronomical!
None of the baryonic components
of the cosmos (gas, galaxies, stars, planets, life) exist in
Visit the National Acade
on. Galaxies grow by cannibalizing
smaller neighboring galaxies and by capturing primordial gas
measurements,!experiments,!or!theory!and!hence!push!the!frontiers!of!human!
National Academy of Sc
flowing in from the vast spaces beyond. This gas, once inside a galaxy, is the raw material for
knowledge.!
Medicine, and the Natio
g new stars. The big bang produced
only the simplest and lightest chemical elements hydrogen and
m. Heavier elements like oxygen !and iron have been forged within the nuclear furnaces of stars and
! Download hundr
tly expelled in supernova explosions,
thereby
seeding
the
environment
with
the
material
necessary
Science!frontier!questions!in!this!category!are:!
! Read thousands o
m planets and life.
" Why!is!the!universe!accelerating?!
Our goal is to use all the applicable
scientific laws to understand the properties and behavior of
! Sign up to be not
smos; in short, to find order in complexity.
" What!is!dark!matter?!!

 


! Purchase printed
" What!are!the!properties!of!the!neutrinos?!
! Purchase PDFs
and Black Holes
"Galaxies
What!controls!the!masses,!spins!and!radii!of!compact!stellar!remnants?!
! Explore with our

Image from http://wikipedia.org/

http://missionscience.nasa.gov/ems/
index.html

Observations
from Ground
and space

Astroparticles, astrophysics and
cosmology at IJCLab

Juin 2021

CS IJCLab

1

Teams and projects

and 2 platforms:
XENON

CALVA/Exsqueez

e-ASTROGAM

MYRTHO

2

Complementarity of observations
AUGER/

AUGER PRIME

—–——

CUPID
GREEN

Ondes
Gravitationnelles
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GW : Virgo & LIGO

https://www.ligo.caltech.edu/video/ligo20160615v1

GW170814

HECR and gamma rays : AUGER & CTA

Astrophysics et Cosmochemistry (AC)
Research topics

Gamma-ray astronomy & micro-meteorites
– White Paper on gamma-ray astronomy at MeV energies following the
e-ASTROGAM mission proposal to ESA
– On-going integration of the ComptonCAM gamma camera for nuclear industry.
Europe's first Compton-type gamma camera
– H2020 AHEAD2020/COMCUBE CubeSat project for multimessenger
astronomy & gamma-ray burst polarimetry
– Outstanding 2019 Micrometeorite collection. Currently being investigated.
– Hayabusa 2 first samples arrived at IJCLab on the 24th of june
– Precise measurement of the micrometeorite flux on Earth (national CNRS
press release)
– Participation to review article "Cometary Dust" ( Levasseur-Regourd et al.)
and white paper "AMBITION" (Bockelée-Morvan et al. for a cryogenic cometary
sample return)
– High-energy irradiation experiment at GANIL to reproduce the isotopic
heterogeneity observed in cometary micrometeorites

●
●
●

Nucleosynthesis
Origin of cosmic rays
Formation of the solar system

e-ASTROGAM

Future:
- The micrometeorites group is leaving by
end 2024 (planned before IJCLab)
- Compton Telescope Cubesat Prototype
(COMCUBE, H2020 project) for gamma
ray burst polarimetry

9

ASSD : Astroparticle
Solid State Detectors

Dark Matter detectors

Xenon 1T detector

Microwave sky and the CMB as seen by Planck

Vera Rubin Observatory &
Legacy Survey of Space and Time

 


Wide … Fast … Deep

2020: a rather fruitful year for A2C teams !
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END

Oxford dictionary of english

Cosmology
cosmology |kɒzˈmɒlədʒi|
noun ( pl. cosmologies ) [ mass noun ]
the science of the origin and development of the universe. Modern
cosmology is dominated by the Big Bang theory, which brings together
observational astronomy and particle physics.
• [ count noun ] an account or theory of the origin of the universe.
DERIVATIVES

cosmological |-məˈlɒdʒɪk(ə)l|adjective,
cosmologist noun
ORIGIN mid 17th cent.: from French cosmologie or modern Latin
cosmologia, from Greek kosmos ‘order or world’ + -logia
‘discourse’.

(Cosmology seen by S. Harris)

Gravitational reconstruction of the gravitational potential for CL0024+17

http://www.lsst.org/lsst/science

Galaxy cluster CL0024+17 (z ~ 0.39 , ~ 5. 10^9 AL) seen by HST

Observing the universe …

SKA (future very large radio telescope ; ground based ; 2020-2030)

✤

Planck (ESA CMB mission, 2009-2013 - space mission

✤

EUCLID (future ESA optical/IR dark energy mission - 2024

✤

…
 


✤

)


Neutrinos are also another cosmic probe

e


✤

)


Through the electromagnetic spectrum, but also energetic particles
(cosmic rays) and GW (gravitational waves) in the futur

 


✤

SK
VL
…
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Radio - Télévision

10
10 9
Téléphones
mobiles

1m
10 2

ALMA

1
10 10

EL
LSS
VL
SDS
CFH
EUCLI
…

Planc
WMA
…

1 mm
10 -1
10 11

10 -2
10 12

1 µm
10 -4

10 -3
10 13

10 14

IR

Micro-ondes

XM
Chandr
Ferm
…

10 -5

cm

Longueur d'onde
10 15 Fréquence (Hz)

UV
Lumière visible (0.4 - 0.8 µm)

250,000 element
Low Frequency Aperture Array

Slide by R. Braun
SKA Science director

96 survey enabled dishes

254 dishes

>250,000 element
Low Frequency Aperture Array

Mid Frequency Aperture
Array

2500 dishes
Cosmic Dawn & Reionization

50 MHz

100 MHz
 


Science

Phase II : 2024

Phase I : 2020

Exploring the Universe
with the world’s largest radio telescope

Cosmology &
Galaxy Evolution

Pulsars

1 GHz

Cosmic Magnetism

Cradle of Life

10 GHz

 


http://www.deus-consortium.org

Large scale cosmological
simulations :
High performance computing,
millions hours of CPU …

Planck CMB map (2013)
http://www.esa.int/Our_Activities/
Space_Science/Planck/

 


Planck CMB map, and TT power spectrum,
Planck collaboration arXiv 1303.5075

